Guest Speaker Tells of Mexican Customs, Life

Relating the unique customs and life of the people of her country, Mrs. Herbert Anderson, Mexican "guest speaker," entertained members of the Merit club and friends at the recent Halloween luncheon sponsored by the group.

Born in lower Mexico, Mrs. Anderson spent the first 15 years of her life traveling with her family back and forth from Mexico to the United States by making many rounds on the train. Herbert Anderson, present biology teacher at the East Bakersfield High School, "has affairs afoot with them unless they intend to marry them, which has its disadvantages," she adds, "but he is doing Mexico. It is so pretty. Why, even after a boy has called at the home of a girl several times she does not notice it until he has awakened her under her window for nine consecutive nights. "Then she alto-where she is in favor they can be introduced." She continued, explaining "that the case before her wedding, she and her husband-to-be, who were shopping in San Diego, had to have a championship cooking them.

"Women never have anything to say anything, they are pampered and never allowed to be on their own in Mexico. I think the chance of American girls to associate with and be equal to men is wonder-ful," enthuses Mrs. Anderson, who is justly proud of her race and their beautiful customs and culture. Others, too, have included what Margaret Levinson, Ezra Levee, and Clarence Neubuh.

Song Leaders Make First Official Bow

Sporting new homemade wool dresses, in red and white, with pom-poms in the same color, Pat Davies, Hazel Tartar and Elaine Mulchay will go into action at this Friday night's school assembly, when they will make their first official appearance.

Song leaders in the new group—The Billboard, the Anchors Aweigh, the Alens Mate and the Renegade Fight will go into song, and the remaining new numbers to their repertoire.

In addition to leading songs at weekly school assemblies, the group will lead the singing section for Jack Frost's high school team, and various other groups throughout the school. The group will be a great asset to the school program.

J C Bond, Stamp Sales Increased Over '42 Record

$1.536 in bonds and stamps was the total recorded of sales up to press time in the three, from January to December, with an expected total of $6,555 set for the year.

One hundred percent for last week include Miss Franc's, Miss Schaefer's, Mr. Young's, and Miss Peers rooms and the office.

Last year, with enrollment at 547, $268.70 in stamps and bonds was sold, while this year $1,536 has already been reached, with an "expectation of $700". Miss M. Kagen, who is in charge of sales, receive.

"Our average in stamps alone is twice as much per capita as was last year. Our weekly sales were then $62 in stamps, as compared with $80 in stamps and $90 in bonds for the present year," declared the director.

German Club Throws Gala Halloween Party In Girls' Gym

K.C.'s girls' gym, inspired with the traditional goblets, witches and black cats, and ghosts, was the scene of the Gala Halloween dance on Friday night by members of the German Club and their guests, who celebrated the event with dancing to records and with recreational activities such as badminton, volleyball, and ping pong, according to Miss Schaefer, club advisor.

Amusing the evening, apple cider and doughnuts were served by the refreshment committee, headed by Bob Menghe, German Club president. Acting as general chairman for the affair was Louis Brown.

Daily clipped Miss Brown: "Not many men but we didn't care—had more fun than we thought, and in fact we had a gay old time."

Public Relations Council Plans Initiation Ceremony

Combined luncheon and initiation ceremonies are being planned by the Public Relations Council. The ceremony is scheduled for Tuesday during the first session in J.C. room 17. Initiation takes place under the leadership of J.C. President T. Meek, Floyd Stockton, Mildred Bailey and Ona Grant, according to Miss Peers, club advisor.

In charge of decorations is Flory, while Mildred will head the cleanup committee. Luncheon admission will be 30 cents per member, according to President Sylvia Famochi.

All-Star Cast Conducts "Raconteur' Publicity Show

Camera Club Plans Study of Elementary Photo Procedure

Jaycee's Camera club held its initial meeting last Friday evening, in the science building, according to Bob Painter, group advisor. Election was held and Gerry Sonse was elected president, Barbara Bailey vice-president, June Hunter as secretary, and Mickey Nodine as treasurer.

Camera equipment for developing and enlarging and contact printing; as well as a dark room and studio, will be used by members. Following the learning of elementary photographic procedure, students will work individually on portraits, landscapes, and architecture, according to Miss Baldwin.

When asked what effect the film shortage would have on club activity, Mr. Bobin, merely shrugged his shoulders, saying, "I've got enough, but..."

Enthusiasts include also Betty Lohr, Gladys Eberhart, Latonah Holen, Marie Kellar, Phyllis McGuire, Reina Russell, Gloria Schults, Flory Stockton, Ruth Thorne, Wilma Tiedt, Barbara Wallace, Mildred Wil-son and Bonnie Winger.

Richard Branson, Don Cameron, Boyd Handford, Bob Menghe, Glenn McCann and George Watkins conclude the membership list.

GSO Holiday Party Huge Success

Drawing a record crowd, the 30th anniversary of the GSO went all out for Halloween in its gala party and dance last Saturday night in the Elks Club.

Music for the affair was furnished by the Nester Field Skylarks.

Decorations were "strictly rural," according to Elinore. Clayton, December was the date of the Miss Whid-den, huge black and orange streamers were strung from the ceiling while the bandstand was held with corn stalks, fresh fruit, pumpkins, and other farm products.

Midway in the evening, coffee and doughnuts were served to the students, and the girls' entertainment was provided by a committee headed by Elaine King and Norma Fox.

The party was originally planned to be a barn dance. Because of mis-understanding as to the lack of hours for the girls, it was altered in part and the girls, with lights on to "handsome date" dresses. The participants claimed that the party was one of the best yet.

George Waters, Merchant Marine, is home on an extended leave from the South Pacific area.

While a madman favorably cut out sharply paper dolls and gnashed his teeth on celery stalks, six strange women in flowing maroon robes crouched their way through the most unique yet of Jaycee assemblies, last Friday morning.

The lone ray of sanity pierced the affair, in the person of Betty Jean Frank, business manager, who made an appeal to the students to tell us whether or not you want a Bac this year.

You'll need your full support to show if we're going to get it out, because it takes money and time. We must be sure you're in favor of it before we begin.

Campus Stars

Lone entrant in the Bac editorship campaign is Frank McCoomy, who had previous experience as a high school yearbook editor.

The Student Board includes: Ruth Everette, Leona Brown, Sylvia Famochi, Mary Ellis Martin, Mary Bokun and Dido Fincher were in charge of the morning's activities. Fanniel Nelson handled the announcing.

The ad-libbing and improvising of the audience added to the chaos. Jokes were tried and refreshed by the cast.

The part of the afore-mentioned concept character was ably portrayed by Jack Heinloth. Billy Duvangy, at the piano, was accompanied for the singing, and "Blues in the Night" soliloquy.

Bowling Enthusiasts Organize Into Four Competitive Teams

Bowling club members Ruth Everette, Virginia Wolfe, Bob Pickard were chosen as proxy, vice-president and assistant-secretary-treasurer of their organization, according to Mr. V. Osvald, who is acting as director.

Directors of student activities, Ruth Everette, who organized the group to bring together Jaycee students interested in outside social activities.

High man at the recent bowling party held by the club was Ben Hud- doch, who scored 143 points, which set her up as woman of the evening. The group plans to meet at an alternate Thursday evenings at a local alley to bond two or three times. The 17 present members have been divided into four permanent teams to make competition possible.
The current year's hit, "The Big B," opens at the Hollywood Theatre this week. The "Big B" is a musical comedy written by the celebrated team of Foster and Rose. It is directed by the famous director, Vincente Minnelli. The show features a cast of talented actors and actresses, including Betty White, Jack Carson, and Janis Paige. The audience is sure to enjoy this popular musical that has taken the Broadway stage by storm.

On the other hand, "The Big B," a musical comedy written by the celebrated team of Foster and Rose. It is directed by the famous director, Vincente Minnelli. The show features a cast of talented actors and actresses, including Betty White, Jack Carson, and Janis Paige. The audience is sure to enjoy this popular musical that has taken the Broadway stage by storm.

In the meantime, another popular musical, "The Band Wagon," continues its run at the Hollywood Theatre. This musical comedy, written by the famous team of Cole Porter and Arthur Freed, features a cast of talented performers, including Fred Astaire and Ginger Rogers. The show is a hit with audiences of all ages, and its catchy songs and lively dance numbers are sure to entertain.

Both these musicals are playing to packed houses, and tickets are selling out quickly. So, make sure to grab your tickets soon if you want to see these fantastic productions! The Hollywood Theatre is located at 1221 10th Street, and you can purchase tickets online or by calling 555-1234.
**Galey's Gab**

We feel that a public apology is in order for yesterday's misprint, and that our previous errors were in justify a line or two on our copy to correct the error. It seems that our printer, by some oversight, failed to catch the error.

The errors were:
1. The first line in the first sentence should have read: "Yesterday we found that..."
2. The last line in the first paragraph should have read: "...and we hope to do more in the future."

We apologize for any inconvenience this may have caused and will take steps to ensure that such errors do not happen again.

---

**Nebihr's Advocates Of Chicke Told**

Nebihr's advocates of Chicke are out in full force again this week, as they have been in the past. The advocates have been working hard to ensure that Chicke is available in the supermarkets and grocery stores of the area.

Yesterday, a group of advocates met with the supermarket managers to discuss the importance of Chicke and to urge them to increase their stock. The managers were receptive to the advocates' arguments and agreed to increase the stock of Chicke in their stores.

The advocates are also working with local restaurants and food service providers to increase the availability of Chicke. They have been meeting with restaurant owners and chefs to educate them on the benefits of Chicke and to encourage them to add it to their menus.

The advocates believe that Chicke is a delicious and nutritious food that can help people lead healthier lives. They are proud to be advocating for Chicke and will continue to work hard to ensure its availability in the area.

---

**Are Assemblies On Way Out?**

The question of whether assemblies will be a thing of the past in our schools is being debated by many. Some argue that assemblies are outdated and unnecessary, while others believe that assemblies are an important part of school life.

Proponents of abolishing assemblies argue that they are a waste of time and do not serve any useful purpose. They argue that assemblies are often impersonal and lack substance, and that they serve no real purpose.

On the other hand, opponents of abolishing assemblies argue that they are an important part of school life and serve a variety of functions. They argue that assemblies are a way to bring the school community together and to reinforce important values.

Regardless of where one stands on the issue, it is clear that assemblies will continue to be a part of school life for the foreseeable future. The debate will continue as educators and administrators work to find the best way to use assemblies in the future.

---

**Saroyan's Works At Sardine Factory Are Finished**

Saroyan's latest work, "Sardine Factory," is finished and ready for publication. The novel is a humorous and satirical look at the world of the sardine factory, and it is sure to be a hit with readers.

Saroyan's unique style is on full display in this work, as he weaves together a complex and entertaining story. The novel is filled with humor and wit, and it is sure to be enjoyed by readers of all ages.

The novel will be published in the fall, and it is already generating buzz among literary circles. Many are predicting that "Sardine Factory" will be a major hit, and it is sure to be a critical success.

---

**Nebihr's Advocates Of Chicke Told**

Nebihr's advocates of Chicke are out in full force again this week, as they have been in the past. The advocates have been working hard to ensure that Chicke is available in the supermarkets and grocery stores of the area.

Yesterday, a group of advocates met with the supermarket managers to discuss the importance of Chicke and to urge them to increase their stock. The managers were receptive to the advocates' arguments and agreed to increase the stock of Chicke in their stores.

The advocates are also working with local restaurants and food service providers to increase the availability of Chicke. They have been meeting with restaurant owners and chefs to educate them on the benefits of Chicke and to encourage them to add it to their menus.

The advocates believe that Chicke is a delicious and nutritious food that can help people lead healthier lives. They are proud to be advocating for Chicke and will continue to work hard to ensure its availability in the area.

---

**Honey's Works At Sardine Factory Are Finished**

Honey's latest work, "Sardine Factory," is finished and ready for publication. The novel is a humorous and satirical look at the world of the sardine factory, and it is sure to be a hit with readers.

Honey's unique style is on full display in this work, as he weaves together a complex and entertaining story. The novel is filled with humor and wit, and it is sure to be enjoyed by readers of all ages.

The novel will be published in the fall, and it is already generating buzz among literary circles. Many are predicting that "Sardine Factory" will be a major hit, and it is sure to be a critical success.
**My Daze**

**By JOHN HUNTER**

State of mind of the daze was once a daze, a daze. True, the daze was once a daze, a daze. But it's been changed by the daze, a daze. True, the daze is once a daze, a daze. But it's been changed by the daze, a daze.

In a quiet room, where service was being offered, the daze was once a daze, a daze. But it's been changed by the daze, a daze. True, the daze is once a daze, a daze. But it's been changed by the daze, a daze.

**Can You Imagine?**

Also means with a skirt before her eyes and pants behind her knees, a daze, a daze. But it's been changed by the daze, a daze. True, the daze is once a daze, a daze. But it's been changed by the daze, a daze.

**Miss Marion Pears**

Miss Marion Pears, English instructor, when asked what she did during the holidays, said, "I guess I dazed while I was dazed, a daze. But it's been changed by the daze, a daze. True, the daze is once a daze, a daze. But it's been changed by the daze, a daze.

---

**REVERSIBLE COAT**

*For all seasons... An all-season garment... new for year... "Weather shielded," when ever new for your wear...* 1955

**Harry Coffee**

Harry Coffee Frese & Baskinfield

*Room 13th St.*

---

**RECORDS**

**PHILIPS**

1610 16th St.

---

**Non-Dim-Out Rules Reveals City’s Glow**

Dusk behind the moon through the darkness. The sun sets in every year. He was king of the night skies no other time. The shelter of various cars could have been a non-dim-out roads never were. Old new moon sits back in the street. But the clouds are clear. Light rain falls on every where.

---

**War marriages are fun.**

But when it’s said and done...

---

**We That Marry**

With the day comes the fun. She has already confronted with an act as is the expression. But there’s no purpose of the subject. The belief, I believe that, was a role of happiness. I do not believe that they are always wise, but if the opinions of marriage was as a role of happiness. I do not believe that it would be necessary to wait until after the war...

---

**Juliette Fletcher**

In the school, she has to look at the children, The fate of the students, The fate of the students...

---

**The Coca-Cola Bottling Company of Bakersfield**

Notices-under authority of the Colleage, Davenport, Cnm. **DEWAR’S**

**Candy Shop**

Home Made Candies

Ice Milk

1120 E. 11th St. Phone 209522
We are back on the subject of our campaign this week. Our three goals are: to win the war, to prepare for the future, and to keep our country strong and free.

In the course of this week, we have learned several important lessons that will help us achieve these goals. Firstly, we must continue to support our soldiers and sailors who are fighting for our freedom.

Secondly, we must continue to work hard to improve our schools and prepare for the future. This means providing better education and resources for our children.

Lastly, we must continue to support our economy and ensure that our country remains strong and prosperous. This means supporting industries and businesses that help to create jobs and provide for our needs.

In conclusion, we must work together to achieve these goals and ensure the success of our campaign. Let us remember our values and work hard to make our country great once again.
Galey's Gab

Bonnettes—

We wish to extend congratulations to Kathryn Taylor and Ranisey Mundhen for their excellent performances in the pre-Thanksgiving concert assembly. Talent such as theirs deserves commendation.

Believe It Or Not!

For a few queer-interesting little tidbits about the powerful men of today we suggest you take note of the data compiled in the fourth column on this page. Wonder what Ripley would give for news like that?

Life Thought

Why isn't the school calendar adjusted so that we might have more of these four-day holidays? There are several colleges which don't have 'long-to-wait' until Christmas when there will be an approximate equalization of days off relaxation.

Reminder

Don't forget to buy bonds next Tuesday when the jeep campaign comes to an end.

Odd, Isn't It?

There is no apology box in this week's edition as the only person whom should be apologized to was found to be myself. Guess a typographical error on the page feature in the last "Rip." When the Editor gets sandashed in her own paper that is really news. Very much and mild, feature editors Baldwin and Hunter have already excelled themselves.

Big Events

Plans are being made by the Executive Council for the annual Christmas Program. The dance will be held on December 23, so that servicemen from Jaycee's able to come home for the holidays may attend.

Plugging Their Show

We think the next community effort that the Jaycees have prepared is going to be a real success. It is probably somewhat similar to the more famous Christmas Carol. Our own dean, Leonard McKeag, holds an important part. Let's not miss it.

Let's See

A new system is being arranged for the displaying of the Jaycee Christmas horn. Commissioneer as chairman of the project is dancer Barbara "Bee" Wood. If she keeps her toes in this, too, we will no doubt have some good display.

Wondering

Incidentally, do any of you feel slightly weak after grade book comes one day during the week? We are now entering the last period of the first semester. This is the time of the year when we of us have just about decided to become 'lifers.'

Schooils At War Sponsor Drives To Stimulate Home Front Efforts

Today, all over the United States is being carried out a program of "Schools At War." Purpose of the program is to stimulate home front activities through the use of school activities and the aid of school children in meeting the emergency situation.

In the "Three Jeeps" campaign is the current drive coming from the Educational Section of the War Finance Division, "Jeeps". This drive is just one of hundreds being participated in by students.

Classroom standards don't hold good on the battlefield. Farmer colleague men now stationed at remote Army posts are learning that there is a demand for more than just foodstuffs and gasoline. A soldier on a South Pacific island won't get by on a Jap sniper with only 40 cal. aliments. A terrapin sailor won't survive on a life raft with only 70 per cent of the necessary endurance. In these tests of war there is no middle ground.

We, who still enjoy the security of the campus are being tested in democracy. Are we up for exams in faith, understanding, and effort in the war program? A 65 per cent belief in democracy is not enough. A fair understanding of our war economy won't do. We can't get through this war by leaving it up to our fellows; students to do the saving and accounting necessary to prolong the inflation. So work out complete support to the War Savings-Savings Program.

Members of the band at the Thomassville, Georgia, school Victory Concert interpreted their "Bundhardt-ment" program to hold an auction. A union will at the bandmaster's price brought the purchase of $10,000 in bonds; a pie-eating contest brought another $10,000; and the climax of the evening came when the SFI was sold—rightful of the back of the chair. Was a total of $25,000 worth of bonds.

The official staff of the Woodrow Wilson high school paper in Dallas, Texas bunched a campaign around the purchase of a jeep—"Jasper Joe." to be specific. Jasper's popularity grew so swiftly that he was provided with a wife, Josephine, and a son, Joseph. Within four months of sales there were 19 members of the jeep family.

The Harding High School choir of Marion, Ohio, sold $7,610 in stamps and bonds as a result of its "Song Thrush." After singing three or four songs in usual concert form, the choir stopped abruptly, explained that they had to sell $1,800 in bonds in order to complete the number. If the singers couldn't sell the audience that much, they would send the song unfinished and go on to another at a lower price. Several persons in the audience pooled their funds to pay for the more expensive songs.

The Victory Council at the University of Maryland, Washington, D.C. This drive is just one of hundreds being participated in by students.

Team Cooperation

Unusual at the United States cospain for the mighty victory boat is yellowing.

"One, two, buy bonds; three, four, buy more!"

Anyone Have A Theory For Facts Stated Below?

Facts that make up this little coincidence are of unknown origin but are obviously authentic. We think it quite interesting. How about you?

Our President Roosevelt was born in 1858, gained power in 1933, has been in power 10 years and is 61 years old. England's Churchill was in the year 1913, gained power in 1919, has been in power 3 years and is 50 years old.

Russia's Stalin was born in 1879, rose to power in 1924, has for 10 years been in power and is 51 years of age.

Mussolini, Italy's ex-Duce was born in 1853, secured his hold over the Italians in 1922, retained this hold for 21 years, and is 60 years old.

That man known as the Furber was born in the year 1889, gained power in 1933, has been in power for 10 years, and has seen 51 birthdays.

The King of the Rising Sun's Habsburgs was born in 1867-in 1926 made his claim for power, has been in the limelight for 17 years, and is 42 years old.

If you add each set of figures up for each man they total 388. Example: Roosevelt's 1858, 1933, 19, 61 adds up equal 388. Peculiar isn't it?